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MARKETING BULLETIN 

Written Chinese Reader 8 Editions 
 

  
  Free Standard Pro Ultimate 

Understand Chinese instantly     
 Select Chinese text and see what it means    

 Dictionary lookup: Chinese, English, Pinyin Basic   

 MLX Auto-Translate1 with Google, Microsoft Limited 89 languages 89 languages 89 languages 

 WebTranslate™ with Google and Microsoft     

 RubyDef™ annotations    

     

Listen and learn Chinese     
 Auto-Pronounce reads words aloud    

 New! Premium Mandarin voice Basic 1 voice 2 voices 2 voices 

 New! Premium Cantonese voice  Optional Optional 1 voice 

 New! Click to pronounce    

 New! Save audio files as WAV, MP3 files    

 Enhanced Pronunciation rate control    

 Enhanced Adjust pauses between words    

     

Learn Chinese at your own pace     
 Breakdown longer words into components    

 Create custom study lists with Copy+    

 New! Show custom ColorTones™ or numbers    

 New! Show related words in Lookup    

 New! Enable hotkeys    

 Review history of recently seen words    

 New! Make flashcards with sound for Anki    

      

Chinese dictionaries     
 Create/edit words and definitions    

 Create/add custom dictionaries    

 Cantonese Chinese-English   Download2
 Download2



 Chinese-German    Download2
 Download2



 Chinese-French    Download2
 Download2



 New! Premium Chinese Medical-Scientific   Optional  

 New! Premium Chinese Civil Engineering (CE)   Optional  

 New! Premium Chinese Information Tech (IT)   Optional  

     

Pricing ($ USD)     
 Monthly Ad supported $8 $10 $20 

 Annual Ad supported $79 $99 $199 

 Included translation credits1 100 10,000/month 20,000/month 50,000/month 

     

  
 All web services subject to third-party availability. 1Translation credits are used for Google and Bing services; one credit for each character or punctuation. 

Google Translate supports up to 89 languages, Microsoft Bing Translator handles up to 49 languages. 2Cantonese Chinese-English, Chinese-German and 
Chinese-French dictionaries are free downloads for Pro and Ultimate users. 


